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The Mushroom World

World by a mushroom Scenery
   Of fairy rings, molds, truffles n oysters
Telling a story of hidden kingdom that is free,
   Spread diversely, still facing Biological racism n fears
Regarded as the Guardians of future
   And smart fungi of this world, find....
Scarcey somebody to nurture
   Thus, scores remain their.... behind
These keystone species for recuperation
   Of nature are Wide in forests and meadows
Maintain the eco- balance by creation
   Of new life from dead decaying shadows
For them, His prophesy quoted....
   .... Jannah laughed mushrooms came out
And for the dearest unmalt to be benefited
He Sent down Al-Manna and Quails throughout
Staying as a link between plants and animals
   Replenishes the floor by their riches
In a way creating numerous ruling
   On the track, of our soils and ditches
Its efficacy and importance in thus, a fact
   And a field studied vast, them yet to be explored
She herself has reached the hooks to act
   Seen the moments when she was on heights and slopes
The grasslands or the forests, the highlands or other highlands
   Of the valley inhabitates the numerous n valuable treasures
Which could bring relief and economy to thousands
   Because of their edible and medicinal features
Time n tide has asked number of queries
   Related to the politics and greatness of research and nature
Which often has become a debate for worries
   But thanks to HIM for she has succeeded in making it her future
Taking it as a challenge she has made it to the top
   As her name ‘Refit’ signifies the same
Much she owes to the family whom she made to hop
   And crawl in tougher times to Insallah succeed and get the fame
Our wishes are with you for you will remember the state
   And pray for your parents, acknowledge your guides
Who kind heartedly with patience followed your pace and rate
   And they know to secure the nature by rules.... u will abide
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